MORSØ ASH &
STORAGE BUCKET
15 LITRE STEEL BUCKET
When your wood-burning stove, outdoor oven or
fireplace needs to be emptied, it is important to
store the ash in an airtight container made of
non-combustible material.
Morsø's Ash Bucket is made of steel and has a
tight-fitting lid for safe storage until the embers
have entirely died down. And why not recycle the
ash?
Ash from clean timber makes fine fertiliser for your
garden. Wood ash contains a good deal of phosphorus and also has a high content of potassium,
which lightens heavy soil and reduces its acidity in
the same way as lime.
Dimensions (w x h x d) 30cm x 37xm x 30cm
Material Steel

MORSØ FIREWOOD BOX
WITH LOG CARRIER
This is a firewood box with a simple and elegant design
that makes storage of extra logs discrete and stylish.
The Morsø Firewood Bucket is painted in a non-gloss
powder coating, giving the bucket the same surface finish
as a Morsø stove and has a small Morsø logo on the side.
The Firewood bucket comes with the Morsø Canvas Log
Carrier. This handy wood carrier is made of black canvas
and has sturdy wooden handles.
Dimensions (not inc. Wood Carrier) (w x h x d) 38cm x
30cm x 45cm Material Matt Black Enamelled Steel with a
non-gloss powder coating w/ Black canvas log carrier with
wooden handles

MORSØ LOOP LOG HOLDER
OPITOMY OF CONTEMPORARY DESIGN
Loop is a series of unique and user friendly fireside accessories,
made to compliment your New Morsø stove.
The loop Log Ring is designed to neatly and cleanly stack firewood logs.
It incorporates a soft rubber handle for carrying comfort and a
soft rubber mat ray to catch any dust or debris
Dimensions –Matt dimensions Height inc. Loop- (w x h x d) 62cm
x 45cm x 38cm

MORSØ CURVA
FELT BASKET
With it’s Curva range, Morso have continued their philosophy of
stylish design and practicality from their stoves onto fireside
accessories.
The Curva Storage Basket is a crafted container with plenty of
volume for carrying logs to the fireplace. Printed with the Morso
logo, this basket is made from a soft but durable felt material with
comfortable carrying handles.
Dimensions (w x h x d) 42cm x 28cm x 48cm Material Felt

MORSØ LOG CARRIER
HANDY CANVAS MATERIAL
This handy wood carrier is made of black canvas and has sturdy
wooden handles. A great way to transfer logs from your wood
store to your stove.
Dimensions unfolded (w x d) 42cm x 62cm Material Canvas

MORSØ TRIVET
CLASSIC & SQUIRREL DESIGN
This decorative cast-iron trivet, Morsø's original trivet, is ideal
for both on the dinner table and under a pot plant on the floor.
The combination of the heavy cast iron and the airy design
with original logo from 1853 gives it a robust, yet at the same
time light and elegant look. The trivet has small rubber feet so
it won't scratch your table or floor.
If you are going to use the trivet under a humidifier or kettle
on the stove, remove the rubber feet first.
If you have a kettle or humidifier sitting on your stove, we
recommend placing the trivet under the kettle. It ensures more
controlled evaporation.
The trivet is also available with Morsø's well-known squirrel
motif from the 1930's.
Dimensions (w x d) 25cm x 25cm Material Cast Iron

MORSØ AXE
HICKORY WOODEN HANDLE
With a beautiful linseed-oiled handle made from USA Hickory
wood which is hard and dense with exceptional flexing strength
and a traditionally forged high grade carbon steel blade, the
Morsø Axe comes with a genuine leather sheath and
sharpening stone.
The Morsø Axe head is forged from C45 high grade carbon steel
with a Rockwell hardness of approximately 53-56HRC
(According to DIN 7287/B).

MORSØ CURVA
FIRE TOOL SET AND POKER
The bristles on the brush and made from natural hair The brush
handle and the dustpan are made from rubber.
With ”CURVA”, Morsø has created a functional and aesthetically
beautiful piece that encompasses all the fire tools in such a way that
each product in the series has its own function, and nothing is
superfluous.
The dish stores the firelighters, the dustpan holds the brush and
also forms the lid of the dish.
A poker for the tool set can be bought separately and fits behind the
oven with the aid of a magnet.
To complement the fire tools, Morso have produced the Curva
poker. Made in a pleasing shape but also comfortable to hold, the
poker is 46cm long and is magnetic so, when not in use, the poker
attaches to the back of the stove to tuck out of the way.
Dimensions (Dish) (w x h x d) 24cm x 130cm x 24cm

MORSØ LOOP
FIRE TOOL SET
The Morso Loop Firetool set is an ingenius contemporary
style of fireside toolset, the tool pieces fitting together to
hang as one rectangular shape on the wall.
The brush is incorporated into one half of the toolset, the
other half forming the ash scoop and are made from a hardwearing rubberised finish. The ash rake has a soft rubber
handle. When not in use the Morso Loop fire tools set hangs
neatly from it's magnetic wall base.
Dimensions (Stand) (w x h) 16.5cm x 52cm

MORSØ COMPLETE
FIRE TOOL SET
Morsø Complete is designed by Morsø’s own chief architect
Karsten Aagaard. His Complete Fireplace Tool Set is very
well thought out and has clean lines, making it a perfect
companion to Morsø’s minimalist stoves.
The three tools are elegantly hidden away behind a door, The
tools are made of quality materials with useful rubber grips.
Dimension (w x h x d) 20cm x 40cm x 10.7cm

MORSØ ELLIPSE
FIRE TOOL SET
The Morso Ellipse Fire Tools consist of a brush,
shovel and poker which also doubles as a blowpipe,
all contained in a bucket.
The bucket can also be used to store gloves, matches
and firestarters.
When cleaning your stove the bucket can be used to
remove ashes. The blowpipe function of the poker is
ideal when you need extra air when lighting the stove.
Dimension (w x h x d) 27.5cm x 30cm x 22cm

MORSØ CONFORM
FIRE TOOL SET
With more than 160 years of experience in making
stoves and accessories Morso has released a new
stylish fire tool set, the Conform.
Morso Conform Fire tools, designed by Karsten
Aagaard are a modern version of the Morso Classic
Fire tools due to its simplicity and stylish appearance.
Consisting on three tools a Brush, Shovel and Poker
with soft rubber handles that sit proudly on a cast iron
base.
Dimensions (w x h x d) 13cm x 60cm x 13cm

MORSØ CLASSIC
FIRE TOOL SET
A timeless tool set by Morsø fire. The classic Morsø
fire tools are a three-piece set that come with a cast
iron base, with the signature Morsø squirrel on top.
The tools consist of a brush, wide-end poker and
shovel.
Dimensions (w x h x d) 17cm x 69cm x 17cm

MORSØ HUMIDIFIER
MADE FROM CAST-IRON
Made of enamelled cast iron, the Morsø humidifiers are suitable as humidifiers bringing moisture back into your room and as a decoration
on the stove. These cast iron kettles are available in two sizes, 2.0 litre or 4.5 litre.

MORSØ SIMPLICA
HUMIDIFIER
Morsø has introduced a another cast iron humidifier featuring stainless steel
and rubber.
Called Simplica, the name of the humidifier is derived from the simple and
modern idiom that relates to many of the classic Morsø products. The kettle is
made of cast iron that has been the basis of Morsø’s production since the
establishment of the foundry in 1853.
The glossy stainless steel handle contrasts to the black enameled cast iron
and the grip made of solid rubber makes it safe and comfortable when moving
the humidifier under all conditions. Its tight round shape is reminiscent of the
cast iron pots that for many years were a part of Morsø’s product range and
the flat top and lid is a tribute to the old Morsø cast iron cookers. Simplica is
not only decorative. It will also benefit the indoor environment. The pleasant
heat from a wood burning stove may cause unwelcome dry air in the room.
Placing the water filled humidifier on top of a burning wood stove will lift humidity of the atmosphere to a pleasant level as the water gently evaporates.
Content: 1,5 litre

MORSØ FIRE GLOVE
A HEAVY DUTY LEATHER GLOVE
This practical protective glove is made with thick leather and
offers a heavy duty protection to your hands when fuelling
your fire. Available in black with the Morsø logo in white.
The gloves are available in your choice of both left and right
hand.

